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The Story Of The Human Body Daniel Lieberman
A groundbreaking tour of the human mind that illuminates the biological nature of our inner
worlds and emotions, through gripping, moving—and, at times, harrowing—clinical stories
“Poetic, mind-stretching, and through it all, deeply human.”—Daniel Levitin, New York Times
bestselling author of The Organized Mind Karl Deisseroth has spent his life pursuing truths
about the human mind, both as a renowned clinical psychiatrist and as a researcher creating
and developing the revolutionary field of optogenetics, which uses light to help decipher the
brain’s workings. In Projections, he combines his knowledge of the brain’s inner circuitry with
a deep empathy for his patients to examine what mental illness reveals about the human mind
and the origin of human feelings—how the broken can illuminate the unbroken. Through cuttingedge research and gripping case studies from Deisseroth’s own patients, Projections tells a
larger story about the material origins of human emotion, bridging the gap between the ancient
circuits of our brain and the poignant moments of suffering in our daily lives. The stories of
Deisseroth’s patients are rich with humanity and shine an unprecedented light on the self—and
the ways in which it can break down. A young woman with an eating disorder reveals how the
mind can rebel against the brain’s most primitive drives of hunger and thirst; an older man,
smothered into silence by depression and dementia, shows how humans evolved to feel not
only joy but also its absence; and a lonely Uighur woman far from her homeland teaches both
the importance—and challenges—of deep social bonds. Illuminating, literary, and essential,
Projections is a revelatory, immensely powerful work. It transforms our understanding not only
of the brain but of ourselves as social beings—giving vivid illustrations through science and
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resonant human stories of our yearning for connection and meaning.
The Story of the Human BodyEvolution, Health, and DiseaseVintage
No doubt, history is littered with theories and beliefs that not only proved to be wrong in the
end, but also costly as far as the human search for truth and development is concerned. The
view that the Earth was the physical and the biological center of the Universe was one such
failed theory, one that cost many famous scientists most of their lives, and held back societies
everywhere for decades or hundreds of years behind what is now considered a given truth. In
the current work under consideration, religion and evolution theories come under scrutiny in
light of recent scientific facts that dispute their most important claims about the origins of the
species. In The True Story of Human Evolutionary Genesis, Elvis Newman presents both
astounding facts and findings about the human genome, as well as paradigm-shifting theories
emanating from Zecharia Sitchin’s work around the Sumerian clay tablets.
Anthropology professor Charles Lockwood tells the amazing story of human evolution in a
concise and compelling introduction to all our ancestors and extinct relatives. He draws on the
explosion of discoveries made over the past 20 years to demystify the fascinating cast of
characters who hold the secret to our origins, and describes the main sites, individual fossils,
key scientific breakthroughs, and latest research that have fed our knowledge. With the help of
a rich assortment of photographs, reconstructions, and maps, Lockwood takes us from the
earliest hominins, who date back six or seven million years ago, to contemporary homo
sapiens, providing the basic facts about each species: what it looked like, what it ate, how and
when it lives, and how we know this information. Created in association with London’s Natural
History Museum, this is a truly readable, up-to-date, well-illustrated, and user-friendly summary
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of the evidence as it stands today.
This book is one of a kind. It traces the history of human awareness of God and belief back to
its earliest roots, long before the Bible, the Koran, the Upanishads and other writings. It shows
how the foundation for belief in God was contained within the instant of creation itself.
Scientists call this the big bang. It shows that as the universe developed there came a point in
human development where we had the capability to begin to be aware of an afterlife. These
ideas were primitive by our standards today but they served to create a solid foundation for
increasing complex and more thorough understandings of who God is and our relationship with
Him. This book covers the well known axial age where there was a watershed or flood of
prophets and holy men who advanced understandings of both philosophy and theology and
science in the hundreds of years before the coming of Jesus Christ. In a real sense they
prepared the way for God’s son and His gospel. It is these men who changed the course of
human understanding of God with new revolutionary ideas that advanced the self revelation of
God to humankind. The last part of the book looks at religion today and how we got here and
ends with God’s view of humanity as we constantly strive toward God on our individual
spiritual journeys.
A voyage into the deep past to discover how we became human, and how modern science is
rewriting our family tree. Seven million years ago there were ape-like animals living in the
forests and woodlands of Africa who were our ancestors. They were also the ancestors of the
chimpanzee. It's still a provocative thought today, but when the first steps toward this
realization were taken, most scientists still believed in the special creation of humans and the
story of the flood. Over the years, scientific research has uncovered a fascinating human family
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tree with over twenty members, and more extinct relatives still being identified. Seven Million
Years explores the discovery of our own species, our nearest relatives and an ancient shared
history. It tells the stories of the archaeological finds, the people who made them, and how
these powerful revelations have altered how we perceive ourselves, our uniqueness as human
beings, and our sense of self in relation to other animals.
AN ECONOMIST BOOK OF THE YEAR Humanity's embrace of openness is the key to our
success. The freedom to explore and exchange - whether it's goods, ideas or people - has led
to stunning achievements in science, technology and culture. As a result, we live at a time of
unprecedented wealth and opportunity. So why are we so intent on ruining it? From Stone Age
hunter-gatherers to contemporary Chinese-American relations, Open explores how across time
and cultures, we have struggled with a constant tension between our yearning for co-operation
and our profound need for belonging. Providing a bold new framework for understanding
human history, bestselling author and thinker Johan Norberg examines why we're often
uncomfortable with openness - but also why it is essential for progress. Part sweeping history
and part polemic, this urgent book makes a compelling case for why an open world with an
open economy is worth fighting for more than ever.
Professor McWhorter delivers lectures tracing the origins and history of language.
In the most revolutionary archaeological find of the new century, an international team of
archaeologists led by Mike Morwood discovered a new, diminutive species of human on the
remote Indonesian island of Flores. Nicknamed the “Hobbit,” this was no creation of Tolkien's
fantasy. The three foot tall skeleton with a brain the size of a chimpanzee’s was a tool-using,
fire-making, cooperatively hunting person who inhabited Flores alongside modern humans as
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recently as 13,000 years ago. This book is Morwood’s description of this monumental
discovery and the intense study that has been undertaken to validate his view of its
relationship to our species. He chronicles the bitter debates over Homo Floresiensis, the
objections (some spiteful) of colleagues, the theft and damage of some of the specimens, and
the endless battle against government and academic bureaucracies that hindered his
research. This updated paperback edition contains an epilogue that reports on the most recent
debates, findings, and analyses of this amazing discovery.
'Charming, compelling and packed with information. I learned more about biology from this
short book than I did from years of science lessons. A weird and wonderful read' PETER
FRANKOPAN We like to think of ourselves as exceptional beings, but is there really anything
special about us that sets us apart from other animals? Humans are the slightest of twigs on a
single family tree that encompasses four billion years, a lot of twists and turns, and a billion
species. All of those organisms are rooted in a single origin, with a common code that
underwrites our existence. This paradox - that our biology is indistinct from all life, yet we
consider ourselves to be special - lies at the heart of who we are. In this original and
entertaining tour of life on Earth, Adam Rutherford explores how many of the things once
considered to be exclusively human are not: we are not the only species that communicates,
makes tools, utilises fire, or has sex for reasons other than to make new versions of ourselves.
Evolution has, however, allowed us to develop our culture to a level of complexity that outstrips
any other observed in nature. THE BOOK OF HUMANS tells the story of how we became the
creatures we are today, bestowed with the unique ability to investigate what makes us who we
are. Illuminated by the latest scientific discoveries, it is a thrilling compendium of what
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unequivocally fixes us as animals, and reveals how we are extraordinary among them. With
illustrations by Alice Roberts
Has there ever been a history of the world as readable as this? In The Human Story, James C.
Davis takes us on a journey to ancient times, telling how peoples of the world settled down and
founded cities, conquered neighbors, and established religions, and continues over the course
of history, when they fought two nearly global wars and journeyed into space. Davis's account
is swift and clear, never dull or dry. He lightens it with pungent anecdotes and witty quotes.
Although this compact volume may not be hard to pick up, it's definitely hard to put down. For
example, on the death of Alexander the Great, who in a decade had never lost a single battle,
and who had staked out an empire that spanned the entire Near East and Egypt, Davis writes:
"When they heard how ill he was, the king's devoted troops insisted on seeing him. He couldn't
speak, but as his soldiers -- every one -- filed by in silence, Alexander's eyes uttered his
farewells. He died in June 323 B.C., at the ripe old age of thirty-two." In similar fashion Davis
recounts Russia's triumph in the space race as it happened on an autumn night in 1957: "A
bugle sounded, flames erupted, and with a roar like rolling thunder, Russia's rocket lifted off. It
bore aloft the earth's first artificial satellite, a shiny sphere the size of a basketball. Its name
was Sputnik, meaning 'companion' or 'fellow traveler' (through space). The watchers shouted,
'Off. She's off. Our baby's off!' Some danced; others kissed and waved their arms." Though we
live in an age of many doubts, James C. Davis thinks we humans are advancing. As The
Human Story ends, he concludes, "The world's still cruel; that's understood, / But once was
worse. So far so good."
Explores the latest beliefs about why people tell stories and what stories reveal about human
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nature, offering insights into such related topics as universal themes and what it means to have
a storytelling brain.
On bookshelves around the world, surrounded by ordinary books bound in paper and leather,
rest other volumes of a distinctly strange and grisly sort: those bound in human skin. Would
you know one if you held it in your hand? In Dark Archives, Megan Rosenbloom seeks out the
historic and scientific truths behind anthropodermic bibliopegy—the practice of binding books in
this most intimate covering. Dozens of such books live on in the world’s most famous libraries
and museums. Dark Archives exhumes their origins and brings to life the doctors, murderers,
and indigents whose lives are sewn together in this disquieting collection. Along the way,
Rosenbloom tells the story of how her team of scientists, curators, and librarians test rumored
anthropodermic books, untangling the myths around their creation and reckoning with the
ethics of their custodianship. A librarian and journalist, Rosenbloom is a member of The Order
of the Good Death and a cofounder of their Death Salon, a community that encourages
conversations, scholarship, and art about mortality and mourning. In Dark Archives—captivating
and macabre in all the right ways—she has crafted a narrative that is equal parts detective
work, academic intrigue, history, and medical curiosity: a book as rare and thrilling as its
subject.
In this landmark book of popular science, Daniel E. Lieberman—chair of the department of
human evolutionary biology at Harvard University and a leader in the field—gives us a lucid and
engaging account of how the human body evolved over millions of years, even as it shows how
the increasing disparity between the jumble of adaptations in our Stone Age bodies and
advancements in the modern world is occasioning this paradox: greater longevity but
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increased chronic disease. The Story of the Human Body brilliantly illuminates as never before
the major transformations that contributed key adaptations to the body: the rise of bipedalism;
the shift to a non-fruit-based diet; the advent of hunting and gathering, leading to our
superlative endurance athleticism; the development of a very large brain; and the incipience of
cultural proficiencies. Lieberman also elucidates how cultural evolution differs from biological
evolution, and how our bodies were further transformed during the Agricultural and Industrial
Revolutions. While these ongoing changes have brought about many benefits, they have also
created conditions to which our bodies are not entirely adapted, Lieberman argues, resulting in
the growing incidence of obesity and new but avoidable diseases, such as type 2 diabetes.
Lieberman proposes that many of these chronic illnesses persist and in some cases are
intensifying because of “dysevolution,” a pernicious dynamic whereby only the symptoms
rather than the causes of these maladies are treated. And finally—provocatively—he advocates
the use of evolutionary information to help nudge, push, and sometimes even compel us to
create a more salubrious environment. (With charts and line drawings throughout.)

It's time for a story of human evolution that goes beyond describing "ape-men"
and talks about what women and children were doing. In a few decades, a torrent
of new evidence and ideas about human evolution has allowed scientists to piece
together a more detailed understanding of what went on thousands and even
millions of years ago. We now know much more about the problems our
ancestors faced, the solutions they found, and the trade-offs they made. The
drama of their experiences led to the humans we are today: an animal that relies
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on a complex culture. We are a species that can and does rapidly evolve cultural
solutions as we face new problems, but the intricacies of our cultures mean that
this often creates new challenges. Our species' unique capacity for culture began
to evolve millions of years ago, but it only really took off in the last few hundred
thousand years. This capacity allowed our ancestors to survive and raise their
difficult children during times of extreme climate chaos. Understanding how this
has evolved can help us understand the cultural change and diversity that we
experience today. Lesley Newson and Peter Richerson, a husband-and-wife
team based at the University of California, Davis, began their careers with
training in biology. The two have spent years together and individually
researching and collaborating with scholars from a wide range of disciplines to
produce a deep history of humankind. In A Story of Us, they present this rich
narrative and explain how the evolution of our genes relates to the evolution of
our cultures. Newson and Richerson take readers through seven stages of
human evolution, beginning seven million years ago with the apes that were the
ancestors of humans and today's chimps and bonobos. The story ends in the
present day and offers a glimpse into the future.
Me, Im a gangster. The police know me. Until recently, my job was to rob banks
and to rape girls. Now, I realise that my life is more important than that! This is
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Kasure talking. He lives in Goroka, Papua New Guinea. What caused this
change? When Jean-Louis Lamboray and 11 people from all continents launched
the Constellation in 2004, they took the prism of our shared humanity to
challenge the status quo. They dreamed of a world where communities would
take charge of their own lives and connect for sharing and support. They would
not teach nor preach but appreciate community strengths. They would not
evaluate communities, but communities would assess themselves and learn from
their actions. At the outset, Jean-Louis and his friends could only count on their
own strengths to inch towards their dream. Now they celebrate a positive
epidemic as in more than sixty countries thousands of communities mobilise their
own strengths to address their concerns, shape their dream and act to fulfil it.
Told with the simplicity of troubadours and of African storytellers this story of
stories invites you to reflect and to trust in your own strengths as you join others
to address collective challenges. And this is only the beginning of the journey
Jean-Louis Lamboray is one of the worlds most impressive public health doctors.
Lamborays ideas are original and brilliant, and theyve worked in practice. Richard
Preston, contributor to The New Yorker, currently working on a successor book to
The Hot Zone. At the Ministry of Health of Senegal, we try very hard to stimulate
community ownership of health issues. Jean-Louiss book will help us take further
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action. Awa-Marie Coll-Seck, Minister of Health and Social Affairs, Senegal.
Traces the origins and evolution of human beings, from the earliest prehistoric
fossil record to the latest evidence based on genetic research.
The idea of creating an artificial human is an old one. One of the earliest sciencefictional novels, Frankenstein, concerned itself primarily with the hubris of
creation, and one’s relationship to one’s creator. Later versions of this “artificial
human” story (and indeed later adaptations of Frankenstein) changed the focus
to more modernist questions… What is the nature of humanity? What does it
mean to be human? These stories continued through the golden age of science
fiction with Isaac Asimov’s I Robot story cycle, and then through post-modern
iterations from new wave writers like Philip K. Dick. Today, this compelling
science fiction trope persists in mass media narratives like Westworld and Ridley
Scott’s Blade Runner, as well as twenty-first century science fiction novels like
Charles Stross’s Saturn's Children and Paolo Bacigalupi’s The Windup Girl. The
short stories in More Human than Human demonstrate the depth and breadth of
artificial humanity in contemporary science fiction. Issues of passing . . . of what it
is to be human . . . of autonomy and slavery and oppression, and yes, the hubris
of creation; these ideas have fascinated us for at least two hundred years, and
this selection of stories demonstrates why it is such an alluring and recurring
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conceit.
In this book the author, a Harvard evolutionary biologist presents an account of
how the human body has evolved over millions of years, examining how an
increasing disparity between the needs of Stone Age bodies and the realities of
the modern world are fueling a paradox of greater longevity and chronic disease.
It illuminates the major transformations that contributed key adaptations to the
body: the rise of bipedalism; the shift to a non-fruit-based diet; the advent of
hunting and gathering, leading to our superlative endurance athleticism; the
development of a very large brain; and the incipience of cultural proficiencies.
The author also elucidates how cultural evolution differs from biological evolution,
and how our bodies were further transformed during the Agricultural and
Industrial Revolutions. While these ongoing changes have brought about many
benefits, they have also created conditions to which our bodies are not entirely
adapted, the author argues, resulting in the growing incidence of obesity and new
but avoidable diseases, such as type 2 diabetes. The author proposes that many
of these chronic illnesses persist and in some cases are intensifying because of
'dysevolution,' a pernicious dynamic whereby only the symptoms rather than the
causes of these maladies are treated. And finally, he advocates the use of
evolutionary information to help nudge, push, and sometimes even compel us to
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create a more salubrious environment. -- From publisher's web site.
Why should your little one study anatomy? Because it's a prerequisite in life that
body parts are identified, along with their uses. The purpose of this coloring book
is to encourage understanding of anatomy while improving memory in every
stroke. Coloring has the power to make that possible because it is a unique
hands-on activity that creates imprints in the brain. Secure a copy now!
Ten million years ago in tropical Africa, some large primates were finally forced to
stand upright and walk on two feet - this would form the beginnings of the human
race. This book tells the complete story of the human evolution and the
development of mankind.
Let’s talk about the ozone layer. Let’s discuss how beneficial this shield is to human, animal
and plant health. After which, let’s move towards how it can be protected from future harm.
After all, damage to the ozone layer will ultimately affect all life on Earth. Knowledge is the first
step to acting towards environmental care. Get this book today!
Introduction : food for thought -- Part I. How did food shape us as humans? : food in human
evolution -- Hunters and scavengers : the true "caveman" diet -- Little house on the savanna :
fire, grandmothers, and homo erectus -- Big game and small houses in the upper Paleolithic -Part II. What role did food play in past human societies? : the prehistory of food -Domesticating humans : the origins of the agricultural lifestyle -- "Drinking beer in a blissful
mood" : feasts and fancy meals in the past -- The taste of power : cuisine, class, and conquest
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-- Foods of the gods and sacred meals -- Daily bread : everyday meals, gender, and identity in
the past - Conclusion : we are what we ate.
This first-person narrative about an archaeological discovery is rewriting the story of human
evolution. A story of defiance and determination by a controversial scientist, this is Lee
Berger's own take on finding Homo naledi, an all-new species on the human family tree and
one of the greatest discoveries of the 21st century. In 2013, Berger, a National Geographic
Explorer-in-Residence, caught wind of a cache of bones in a hard-to-reach underground cave
in South Africa. He put out a call around the world for petite collaborators—men and women
small and adventurous enough to be able to squeeze through 8-inch tunnels to reach a
sunless cave 40 feet underground. With this team of "underground astronauts," Berger made
the discovery of a lifetime: hundreds of prehistoric bones, including entire skeletons of at least
15 individuals, all perhaps two million years old. Their features combined those of known
prehominids like Lucy, the famousAustralopithecus, with those more human than anything ever
before seen in prehistoric remains. Berger's team had discovered an all new species, and they
called it Homo naledi. The cave quickly proved to be the richest prehominid site ever
discovered, full of implications that shake the very foundation of how we define what makes us
human. Did this species come before, during, or after the emergence of Homo sapiens on our
evolutionary tree? How did the cave come to contain nothing but the remains of these
individuals? Did they bury their dead? If so, they must have had a level of self-knowledge,
including an awareness of death. And yet those are the very characteristics used to define
what makes us human. Did an equally advanced species inhabit Earth with us, or before us?
Berger does not hesitate to address all these questions. Berger is a charming and
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controversial figure, and some colleagues question his interpretation of this and other finds.
But in these pages, this charismatic and visionary paleontologist counters their arguments and
tells his personal story: a rich and readable narrative about science, exploration, and what it
means to be human.
This is a story about you. It is the history of who you are and how you came to be. It is unique
to you, as it is to each of the 100 billion modern humans who have ever drawn breath. But it is
also our collective story, because in every one of our genomes we each carry the history of our
species - births, deaths, disease, war, famine, migration and a lot of sex. In this captivating
journey through the expanding landscape of genetics, Adam Rutherford reveals what our
genes now tell us about human history, and what history can now tell us about our genes.
From Neanderthals to murder, from redheads to race, dead kings to plague, evolution to
epigenetics, this is a demystifying and illuminating new portrait of who we are and how we
came to be.
New York Times Bestseller A Summer Reading Pick for President Barack Obama, Bill Gates,
and Mark Zuckerberg From a renowned historian comes a groundbreaking narrative of
humanity’s creation and evolution—a #1 international bestseller—that explores the ways in
which biology and history have defined us and enhanced our understanding of what it means
to be “human.” One hundred thousand years ago, at least six different species of humans
inhabited Earth. Yet today there is only one—homo sapiens. What happened to the others? And
what may happen to us? Most books about the history of humanity pursue either a historical or
a biological approach, but Dr. Yuval Noah Harari breaks the mold with this highly original book
that begins about 70,000 years ago with the appearance of modern cognition. From examining
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the role evolving humans have played in the global ecosystem to charting the rise of empires,
Sapiens integrates history and science to reconsider accepted narratives, connect past
developments with contemporary concerns, and examine specific events within the context of
larger ideas. Dr. Harari also compels us to look ahead, because over the last few decades
humans have begun to bend laws of natural selection that have governed life for the past four
billion years. We are acquiring the ability to design not only the world around us, but also
ourselves. Where is this leading us, and what do we want to become? Featuring 27
photographs, 6 maps, and 25 illustrations/diagrams, this provocative and insightful work is sure
to spark debate and is essential reading for aficionados of Jared Diamond, James Gleick, Matt
Ridley, Robert Wright, and Sharon Moalem.
Story of the Human Body explores how the way we use our bodies is all wrong. From an
evolutionary perspective, if normal is defined as what most people have done for millions of
years, then it's normal to walk and run 9 -15 kilometers a day to hunt and gather fresh food
which is high in fibre, low in sugar, and barely processed. It's also normal to spend much of
your time nursing, napping, making stone tools, and gossiping with a small band of people. Our
21st-century lifestyles, argues Dan Lieberman, are out of synch with our stone-age bodies.
Never have we been so healthy and long-lived - but never, too, have we been so prone to a
slew of problems that were, until recently, rare or unknown, from asthma, to diabetes, to scariest of all - overpopulation. Story of the Human Body asks how our bodies got to be the
way they are, and considers how that evolutionary history - both ancient and recent - can help
us evaluate how we use our bodies. How is the present-day state of the human body related to
the past? And what is the human body's future? Daniel Lieberman is the Chair of the
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Department of Human Evolutionary Biology at Harvard and a leader in the field. He has written
nearly 100 articles, many appearing in the journals Nature and Science, and his cover story on
barefoot running in Nature was picked up by major media the world over. His research and
discoveries have been highlighted in newspapers and magazines, including The New York
Times, The Boston Globe, Discover, and National Geographic.
Ancient relics--stone tools, bones, footprints, and even DNA--offer many clues about our
human ancestors and how they lived. At the same time, our kinship with our human ancestors
lies as much in their sense of humor, their interactions with others, their curiosity and their
moments of wonder, as it does in the shape of their bones and teeth. And the evolution of
human behavior left no direct fossil traces. Children of Time brings this vanished aspect of the
human past to life through Anne Weaver's scientifically- informed imagination. The stories
move through time, following the lives of long-ago hominins through the eyes of their children.
Each carefully researched chapter is based on an actual child fossil--a baby, a five-year- old, a
young adolescent, and teenagers. The children and their families are brought to life through
illustrator Matt Celeskey's vividly rendered paleoenvironments where they encounter sabertoothed cats, giraffids, wild dogs, fearsome crocodiles, and primitive horses. Their adventures
invite readers to think about what it means to be human, and to speculate on the human drama
as it unfolds in many dimensions, from social organization and technology to language, music,
art, and religious consciousness. Visit the website at www.children-of-time.com.
Our Human Story is a guide to our fossil relatives, from what may be the earliest hominins
such as Sahelanthropus, dating back six to seven million years, through to our own species,
Homo sapiens. Over the past 25 years there has been an explosion of species' names in the
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story of human evolution, due both to new discoveries and to a growing understanding of the
diversity that existed in the past. Drawing on this new information, as well as their own
considerable expertise and practical experience, Louise Humphrey and Chris Stringer explain
in clear and accessible language what each of the key species represents, and how it
contributes to our knowledge of human evolution.
The research and writing of the book, HUMANS, has been a time of discovery and revelation.
The intention was to complete the fascinating story touched on in the author's first two books of
how early Homo sapiens became modern humans. Humans today are anatomically the same
as the early Homo sapiens who first appeared on Earth about 200,000 years ago; however,
there is a difference. The evidence shows they were instinctively-driven creatures much like
their Homo ancestors. The hypothesis was that the key difference was modern humans have
the unique attribute of consciousness. This study confirmed that and discovered how and when
the transition to modern humans was made. But, much more was uncovered, including the
story of how Homo sapiens acquired the broad set of key attributes that makes humans
unique, compared to all other living creatures. In addition to consciousness, other attributes
were discovered, including how and when the Moral Code, our conscience, our sense of a god,
plus many other attributes came into being. The study was scientific in nature using secular
evidence, solid logic and reason to tell the story; however, it was clearly shown that the
appearance of Homo sapiens on Earth was a supernatural event, which I deduced was an act
of God, just as described in the Bible. Topics, like the origination of the moral code, have been
debated by scholars throughout the ages with no conclusion. Now, with secular facts, solid
logic, and reason, it is also shown that the acquisition of the moral code was a supernatural act
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of God. The realization of a novel logic principal, I call Non-Evolving Attributes (NEA), allowed
this to be determined with a high degree of confidence. Simply stated, the NEA principal says
that if you have a group of descendants from a common ancestor, randomly evolved through
many different branches, isolated in time and/or distance, and that all descendants have an
identical attribute, then that attribute could not have randomly evolved; because if it did, then it
would have had to evolve in the same way in each branch, and that is essentially impossible. If
that attribute did not evolve, then the original ancestor must have that same attribute. This is
profound and very powerful. If you discover a group of identical attributes in a group of people
isolated from each other, but with a common ancestor, then you know right away the ancestor
had that same attribute. This same principal also showed the Origin-of-Life was a supernatural
act of God. No evolution was involved. This important question has long been pondered with
no answer until now. This study is a breakthrough in understanding how we humans came into
being. This is an important subject and one that has been debated by scholars for ages and
now we have an answer. These are profound answers to long held questions, and which could
cause a great deal of controversy
Written by James R. Flynn of the "Flynn effect" (the sustained and substantial increase in
intelligence test scores across the world over many decades), Intelligence and Human
Progress examines genes and human achievement in all aspects, including what genes allow
and forbid in terms of personal life history, the cognitive progress of humanity, the moral
progress of humanity, and the cross-fertilization of the two. This book presents a new method
for weighing family influences versus genes in the cognitive abilities of individuals, and
counters the arguments of those who dismiss gains in IQ as true cognitive gains. It ranges over
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topics including: how family can handicap those taking the SAT; new IQ thresholds for
occupations that show elite occupations are within reach of the average American; what Pol
Pot did to the genetic potential of Cambodia; why dysgenics (the deterioration of human genes
over the generations) is important, but no menace for the foreseeable future; and what might
derail human intellectual progress. Researchers in developmental and cognitive psychology,
educators, and professionals involved in intelligence testing or psychometrics will benefit from
the perspectives offered here. But beyond that, anyone interested in the potential of the human
mind will be engaged and challenged by one of the most important contemporary thinkers on
the subject.
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The “lively” (The New Yorker), “convincing”
(Forbes), and “riveting pick-me-up we all need right now” (People) that proves humanity
thrives in a crisis and that our innate kindness and cooperation have been the greatest factors
in our long-term success as a species. If there is one belief that has united the left and the
right, psychologists and philosophers, ancient thinkers and modern ones, it is the tacit
assumption that humans are bad. It's a notion that drives newspaper headlines and guides the
laws that shape our lives. From Machiavelli to Hobbes, Freud to Pinker, the roots of this belief
have sunk deep into Western thought. Human beings, we're taught, are by nature selfish and
governed primarily by self-interest. But what if it isn't true? International bestseller Rutger
Bregman provides new perspective on the past 200,000 years of human history, setting out to
prove that we are hardwired for kindness, geared toward cooperation rather than competition,
and more inclined to trust rather than distrust one another. In fact this instinct has a firm
evolutionary basis going back to the beginning of Homo sapiens. From the real-life Lord of the
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Flies to the solidarity in the aftermath of the Blitz, the hidden flaws in the Stanford prison
experiment to the true story of twin brothers on opposite sides who helped Mandela end
apartheid, Bregman shows us that believing in human generosity and collaboration isn't merely
optimistic—it's realistic. Moreover, it has huge implications for how society functions. When we
think the worst of people, it brings out the worst in our politics and economics. But if we believe
in the reality of humanity's kindness and altruism, it will form the foundation for achieving true
change in society, a case that Bregman makes convincingly with his signature wit, refreshing
frankness, and memorable storytelling. "The Sapiens of 2020." —The Guardian "Humankind
made me see humanity from a fresh perspective." —Yuval Noah Harari, author of the #1
bestseller Sapiens Longlisted for the 2021 Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Nonfiction
One of the Washington Post's 50 Notable Nonfiction Works in 2020
The story of Neanderthal man. Was he our direct ancestor, or was he perhaps a more alien
figure, genetically very different? This title brings us into the Neanderthal's world, his
technology, his way of life, his origins and his relationship with us.
What do you do if you find yourself suddenly the target of high school aggression, relentless
insults, and painful isolation? Such is the dilemma of teenager Alex Rogers in this novel
inspired by the real-life trials of the author. [taken from back cover].
Travel back in time eight million years to explore the roots of the human family tree.
Interweaving latest discoveries, maps, and incredible illustrations, Evolution tells the story of
our origins and helps us better understand our species, from tree-dwelling primates to modern
21st-century humans. Renowned Dutch paleoartists the Kennis brothers bring our ancestors to
life with their beautiful, accurate reconstructions that visually trace each step in our
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evolutionary history. Combined with clear prose, this comprehensive yet accessible book
provides a rich history of each stage of human evolution, from human anatomy and behaviour
to the environment we live in. It also explains how Homo sapiens originated, evolved, and then
migrated and colonized the entire planet. Written and authenticated by a team of experts and
with a foreword by Dr Alice Roberts, Evolution is a sweeping account of humans and our place
in it.
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